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We pleased to announce the addition of XLrator Media to the Allied Vaughn Catalog of
DVD, CD and Blu-ray titles available exclusively for online retailers. XLrator represents
multiple collections of content- horror, documentary, action and family fare, now
serviced by Allied Vaughn's integrated distribution technologies, retailers are assured of
100% ready to ship, never backordered products for their collecting consumers!

Also this week, we bring you new Warner Archive, FOX Cinema, Leomark and other major
studio new to DVD and Blu-ray releases, titles you'll want to take advantage of as a
retailer on broadening your consumer choices.

If you're a studio, you'll want to consider Allied Vaughn's MOD distribution technology to
maximize the physical retail potential of your entire content catalog. And if you're a
retailer, you'll want the broadest collection of titles available without the restrictions of
inventory, back orders, fill rates, delisted titles-- MOD eliminates all those issues and
let's you sell more to more consumers!

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
Allied Vaughn
avmodnews@alliedvaughn.com
http://www.alliedvaughn.com

AV MOD Studio Brochure
AV MOD Gallery Title Library
AV MOD Newsletter Archives
 

XLrator Media Goes MOD- New Hits New Chills
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Bringing retailers a broad choice of content for their collectors,  XLrator, our new partner
studio delivers with recent direct to video releases, dramas and action, starring major
Hollywood stars, on both DVD and Blu Ray! You'll find XLrator an excellent new source for
entertainment for your customers as they bring a wide range of content from their many
brands.
 
"One of the fastest-growing independent film distribution companies in North America
since its creation in 2010, XLrator Media, LLC (XLratorMedia.com) is the home of five
acclaimed releasing labels: MACABRE for horror/genre, TURBO for
action/thrillers, LIFEFRAME for documentaries, PACE for multicultural films and BUMPER
CAR for kids and family programs."

818522016702    CURSE OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTY    2016    Thomas Kaiser (Ethan Peck)
inherits an ancestral mansion that has been in his family for generations -- only to learn
that he has also inherited an ancient curse stemming back to the Crusades. Forced into his
new role as "protector" -- the guardian appointed to keep the evil demons in the house at
bay -- Thomas teams with an ambitious local realtor (Natalie Hall) and paranormal cleric
(Bruce Davison) to unravel the mystery of the house, while struggling to awaken the
beautiful Briar Rose (India Eisley), held captive in a terrifying netherworld seen
previously in his dreams.    India Eisley; Ethan Peck; Natalie Hall; Bruce Davison
818522016719    CURSE OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTY  [Blu-ray] 

818522016726    CAMINO    2015    A photojournalist gets more than she bargained for
when she snaps a photo of a shadowy religious figure in the jungles of Colombia,
triggering a flight - and fight - for her life.    Zoe Bell; Nacho Vigalondo



818522016733    CAMINO  [Blu-ray]

818522016740    PANDEMIC    2016    A virus of epic proportions has overtaken the planet.
Lauren, a doctor comes to LA to lead the charge in the hunt for survivors. Nothing could
have prepared her and her team for the mayhem that they encounter.    Rachel Nichol;
Mekhi Phifer; Alfie Allan
818522016757    PANDEMIC  [Blu-ray]

818522016764    THE LAST HEIST    2016    A bank heist descends into bloody chaos when the
well-organized team of professional criminals is trapped in the building with a homicidal
maniac who is picking them off one by one...    Henry Rollins
818522016771    THE LAST HEIST  [Blu-ray] 

818522016788    THE WINDMILL    2016    Jennifer is an Australian girl on the run from her
past who washes up in Amsterdam. In a desperate attempt to stay one step ahead of the
authorities, she joins a coach-load of tourists embarking on a tour of Holland's world
famous windmills. When the bus breaks down in the middle of nowhere, she and the
other tourists are forced to seek shelter in a disused shed beside a sinister windmill
where, legend has it, a Devil-worshiping miller once ground the bones of locals instead of
grain. As members of the group start to disappear, Jennifer learns that they all have
something in common - a shared secret that seems to mark them all for doom.    Noah
Taylor; Charlotte Beaumont; Patrick Baladi
818522016795    THE WINDMILL  [Blu-ray] 

Leomark New DVD releases available now!

  
 

818522016313  Riding 79         2016     Starring Lorenzo James Henri (Star Trek, Fear The
Walking Dead), this is the story of Miguel, left by his mother in Puerto Rico to stay with
his grandparents. The summer of 79 is when he searches for his dream and finds true love
instead. Surfing, cars, motorcycles, parties, trying to fit in with the local crowd and taking
care of his younger sister, Miguel has his hands full.   Lorenzo James Henrie, Madalyn



Horcher, Tristan Jarred, Nikki Hahn, Axel Anderson, Grace Pelatti, Kim Rhodes, José
Cañellas, Elena Lev-Bakkar, Leunam Meléndez, Kevin Gómez, Camille Acosta
 
818522016344  Psychos           2016     When three young women receive shocking videos
anonymously, a nightmare is reawakened that ignites a thirst for bloody vengeance.  They
embark on a journey to locate the house, their sadistic captor and to discover the truth
behind those locked doors.  But, the most shocking revelation of this chilling tale is the
identities of the victims.     Angelica Chitwood, Deniele Ramos Cloutier, Melissa Elena
Jones, Aubrey Wakeling, Vince Peagler III, Gwendoline Pere-Lahaille, Cliff Everett Smith,
Monte James, Patrick Mark Turner, Wyatt McClure, Sophia Louisa, Justice Alan, Lindsay
Prescott, Randy Olea, Dee Wright, Julia Traverso, Crystal Traverso, Vanessa Hamilton, Will
Ahrens, Conor Butcher, Peyton Butcher
 
 818522016696  Bad People      2016     Sketch comedy is back! If "Key & Peele" & "Clerks"
had sex, BAD PEOPLE would be their deranged child! A quirky & smart dark comedy
bursting with sex, violence, dirty politics & fame whores, BAD PEOPLE is a hilarious tale
that reminds us that we all have a dark side! Leah McKendrick, Ben Gleib, Jason Faunt,
Katherine Randolph, Christopher Goodman, Andy Mackenzie, Sara Fletcher, Jeneta St.
Clair, Jordan Wall, Crystal Rivers, Anne Girard, Haley Mancini, Euriamis Losada, Ken Bhan,
Deanna Smith, Rosalind Rubin, Nate Weisband, Bear Badeaux, Sita Young, Maria Falgione,
Danny Wildman, Bradley Fletcher, Justin Shipley
 
818522017549  Taught In Cold Blood  2017     Cameron, a lonely, frustrated young man,
meets Tony, a charismatic and eerily perceptive stranger. Tony exploits Cameron's anger,
driving him to commit his first murder. When a cute girl named Amy enters his life,
Cameron must decide which path to follow-- one of violence or love.         Luke Lippold,
Mesindo Pompa, Sara Drust, Loydene Williamson, Justin Hoffmeister
 
818522017556  Final Move       2013     To save his daughter's life and restore his reputation,
disgraced ex-detective Nick Mathers must catch the sadistic Grand Master killer before
time runs out, and the final piece is taken in the deadly game of chess.  Richard Carwin,
Chelsea Giles, Jai Koutrae, Ashleigh O'Brien, Rosanna Easton
 
818522017563  The 7th Hunt   2009     5 friends finds themselves the target of 5 sadistic
killers, each with their own unique and different style of killing. They fight for their lives
against sociopaths who know their environment intimately, becoming increasingly
outnumbered as their friends are killed    Imogen Bailey, Jason Stojanovski, Tasneem Roc,
Kaine O'Keefe, Olivia Solomons, Sarah Mawbey, Darren K Hawkins, Matthew Charleston,
Malcolm Frawley, Chris Galletti
 
818522017587  The Stranger   2014     A depressed publisher decides to get a break and
leaves town for long weekend to his private home in a luxury resort. Along the way, he
meets an attractive woman who turns his life upside down. Is this his opportunity for
happiness or the beginning of a tragedy?       Evelyna Rodriguez, Frank Perozo, Yorlla Lina
Castillo, Laura García, Luis José Germán, Mario Peguero, Francisco Cruz, Crystal Jimenez
Vicens, Yelitza Lora
 
818522017594  Big Heart of Girls        2011     Carlino Vigetti is a young man who falls in love
all the time. His breath smells like Hawthorne and because of this he can get any young
woman in bed. What he really wants is a Motoguzzi motorcycle. He agrees to an arranged
marriage with the promise of getting this Motoguzzi. The problems start when he falls in
love for real with a young woman from Rome.         Cesare Cremonini, Micaela Ramazzotti,
Gianni Cavina, Erika Blanc, Manuela Morabito, Gisella Sofio, Massimo Bonetti, Isabelle
Adriani, Stefania Barca, Rita Carlini, Sydne Rome, Andrea Roncato, Alessandro Haber,
Maria Pia Aricó, Tiziana Buldini, Sara Pastore, Bob Messini
 
818522017617  Rum Runners  2017     Set in 1927 two friends start a moonshine war when



they start flying rum across the US Canadian border.  Yves Bright, Brian Stuart, Boyd
Crystal, Bell Vernon Wells
 
818522017747  Consequence of Lust  2013     Deborah and Simon park their car to go for a
few hugs in the forest. They are knocked out and wake up in a house where Diane, Carla,
and Jeff Célian live, four dangerous psychopaths who spend their time with humiliating
and killing innocent people. Tied and chained, they have no chance to escape. They will
live with other young people because they are not alone. They want this to be just a
nightmare. There are well kept secrets. Few people know them. This is something
powerful. It protects these four bloodthirsty maniacs ...       Cindy Lopes, Pierre Chatagny,
Mehdi Boccard and Loise Chappuis
 
 818522017754  Forest of Demons        2004     Wishing to spend their holidays with family,
alone, without a phone, without television, without the noise of the city, Weber rented
an isolated house in the middle of a forest. Alone ? Not to mention a group of young
people who rented the house on the same date. And especially not to mention the
demons that inhabit the forest. The Weber family and the youth group will deliver a
combat without thanks against these demons who know the forest. But evil is powerful
and it's a bloody chase that will go down in this gloomy and disturbing forest. Who will be
the survivors?      Nicolas Bickel, Mehdi Boccard and Floriza de Freitas
 
818522017761  Vacuum Killer  2006     A maid working in a major record label is fired.
Desperate, she commits suicide. Chris, her laboratory assistant's son, tries to resuscitate,
but the experience turns into drama. Seriously wounded in the right arm, he took refuge
at Jim Lalien's, a drug dealer friend, where he takes drugs to dull the pain. In a moment of
madness, he grafted a vacuum cleaner to the forearm and transforms into a vengeful
vigilante: The Vacuum Killer. He is now ready to begin a major cleaning of society.
Christophe Lamot, Jaques Verbist, Aldo Palucci, Hervé Joway Horror, Olivier Addons,
Claudy Delfosse, Jean-Louis Froment, Luc Gallet, Hervé Joway, Jean-Maurice Knockaert
 
 818522017778  Why Us?          2012     Five friends are invited to the father's house of one of
them. They decide to film their weekend to make a little souvenir. Nothing goes as
planned and their film will become proof that strange, violent, mysterious, and scary
things exist.   Mehdi Boccard, Laura Cecere, Simone Jenni and Robin Treleani
 

Warner Archive New May Releases



  

  
888574489106    Film Noir Classic Collection: Volume Five     Out of the vaults and into the
light: a fascinating 4-disc set showcasing 8 genre gems rich with the intensity and diversity
of noir! Disc 1 wreaks revenge, with Dick Powell on the hunt in Cornered and Steve Brodie
on the lam in Desperate. Caught-in-the-act immediacy highlights Disc 2's corruption
exposé The Phenix City Story and the hostage drama Dial 1119. Disc 3 turns procedural,
with noir ace Charles McGraw bulldogging the perps of an Armored Car Robbery, then
turns to social-conscience filmmaking with Crime in the Streets (John Cassavetes and Sal
Mineo star). An un-fatale femme is rare but invaluable in noir when strong dames help
their men out of jams, as do Disc 4's Susan Hayward in Deadline at Dawn and Virginia
Mayo in Backfire. Step into the shadows and suspense.    

888574488178    Static Shock: The Complete Second Season    Static Shock's second season
comes supercharged with new, dangerous metahuman menaces, an array of special guest
stars, and more of its unique mix of high adventure and social drama. The stakes are
higher as Static gets drafted into "The Big Leagues" when the dynamic duo - Batman and
Robin - travel to Dakota in search of The Joker (Mark Hamill). "Uncle J" to the



metahumans, The Joker is wreaking his own special brand of "hilarious" havoc on the
citizens of Dakota, giving Static (Phil LaMarr) the opportunity of a lifetime - to team up
with his favorite super hero! Other superstar surprises this season include Static stints
from none other than hoop hall-of-famer Shaquille O'Neal (Steel, 1997) and the
Backstreet Boys' A.J. McLean, on hand to lend some music-career advice to Rubberband
Man. Things get a little more serious in the special episode entitled "Jimmy," which
addresses the issue of gun violence in school.   
 
888574489304    A Stranger is Watching     "They don't see him, but he's there. A stranger is
watching... plotting... planning... and anticipating every move they make. Then he strikes.
He imprisons a little girl and a famous reporter in the dank maze of tunnels beneath New
York's Grand Central Station. The kidnapper is a remorseless psychopath who wants to
collect a ransom, then murder his captives. His victims' only hope is their own wits - and
the aid of the dazed and desperate homeless people who roam this urban netherworld.
Kate Mulgrew is heartrendingly believable as the reporter, and Rip Torn gives a harrowing
performance as the kidnapper in this nightmarish shocker based on the Mary Higgins Clark
suspense novel and directed by Sean S. Cunningham (Friday the 13th). A Stranger Is
Watching: You won't be able to look away."    Kate Mulgrew; Rip Torn; James Naughton;
Shawn von Schreiber; Barbara Baxley; Stephen Joyce; James Russo

888574489090    Deep Cover    From the director of A Rage in Harlem comes Deep Cover, an
action police thriller in the explosive style of the classic The French Connection. Laurence
Fishburne (Boys N The Hood, The Matrix) stars as an undercover cop who uses drug-
dealing attorney Jeff Goldblum (The Big Chill, Jurassic Park) to bring down a major drug
supplier. Fishburne and Goldblum deliver dynamic performances in this critically
acclaimed box-office smash that "surpasses even the megaton blast of New Jack City."
(Joe Leydon, The Houston Post).    Laurence Fishburne; Jeff Goldblum; Victoria Dillard;
Charles Martin Smith; Sydney Lassick; Clarence Williams III; Gregory Sierra

888574489113    Forced Vengeance     "Lady Luck has fled Hong Kong's Lucky Dragon Casino.
Its manager has squandered the profits. Its owner has been snuffed by the mob. And the
heir to the casino is in hiding. But Lucky Dragon still holds one last ace: security expert
Josh Randall. Local mobsters should cash in their chips when Chuck Norris plays Randall in
Forced Vengeance, an alive-and-kicking action-fest directed by James Fargo (who
directed Clint Eastwood in The Enforcer and Every Which Way but Loose). Determined to
find the syndicate big shot behind the proprietor's death, Randall goes on the hunt.
Trouble follows. And so does the lightning strike of screen excitement - the kind of
martial-arts excitement that only Norris can chop, punch, leap, slam and deliver!"    Chuck
Norris; Mary Louise Weller; Camila Griggs; Michael Cavanaugh; David Opatoshu

888574489137    He Knows You're Alone     "Now you see him. Now you don't. The face of a
killer appears out of the darkness and just as quickly disappears. A young woman has an
eerie feeling someone is stalking her. Another beauty steps into a shower... and a
bathroom-door handle slowly turns. We're in slasher-flick territory - and also in a rare
realm of film history, because screen icon Tom Hanks makes his movie debut in this knife-
edged shocker. The up-and-coming legend plays the brief supporting role of Elliot, a
psych major whose musings about the nature of fear reinforce the tone of this twisted
tale about a sicko who targets brides-to-be... a detective scrambling to stop the carnage.
Wedded bliss can be very short-lived when He Knows You're Alone!"    Don Scardino;
Caitlin O'Heaney; Elizabeth Kemp; Tom Rolfing; Lewis Arlt; Patsy Pease; James Rebhorn;
Tom Hanks; Dana Barron; Joseph Leon; Paul Gleason

888574489298    St. Ives     "Ex-crime reporter Raymond St. Ives has elegant taste, a yen for
gambling and an unfinished novel in his typewriter. When he crosses paths with sinister
Abner Procane, he gets something else: a price on his head. St. Ives is a hard-boiled
update of classic mystery thrillers, particularly The Maltese Falcon. Charles Bronson is
smoothly right as the clever title character, at odds with petty crooks and high rollers -



among them, Maximilian Schell as a whining lackey and Jacqueline Bisset as a modern
femme fatale. But the show is stolen by John Houseman as the devilish Procane, a worthy
successor to Sydney Greenstreet. Elisha Cook, Daniel J. Travanti, Jeff Goldblum and
Robert Englund are also featured in this sleek, funny caper."    Charles Bronson;
Jacqueline Bisset; John Houseman; Maximilian Schell; Harry Guardino; Harris Yulin; Dana
Elcar; Michael Lerner; Dick O'Neill; Elisha Cook; Val Bisoglio; Burr DeBenning; Daniel J.
Travanti

888574489335    Thunderbolt     ""In a world of plastic action heroes, Hong Kong superstar
Jackie Chan is still the genuine article" (Whang Yee-Ling, The Hollywood Reporter). This
high-octane thriller set on the fast and furious streets of Hong Kong is filled with
"ingenious fight sequences, a snappily choreographed kickfest [and] a breathtakingly
dangerous sequence that ranks as a classic even by Chan's standards" (Derek Elley,
Variety)! Illegal drag racing is tearing up the streets of Hong Kong and only the fine-tuned
skills of former racing champion Chan can shut it down. But when he puts a stop to a high-
speed hot-rodder - who's also a powerful syndicate boss - Chan's most perilous race has
just begun."    Jackie Chan; Anita Yuen; Michael Wong; Thorsten Nickel 

888574499570    Vision Quest [Blu-ray]    High school wrestler Louden Swain is a man
obsessed, trying to shed 23 pounds in a dangerously short time and take on Shute, the
undefeated, tough-as-nails 168-pound champion who's the best wrestler in the state.
Matthew Modine stars as the mop-headed student undeterred in his Vision Quest...until
the day a sexy drifter (Linda Fiorentino) threatens to pin Louden and his dreams to the
mat of unrequited love. The hit soundtrack features Journey's "Only the Young,"
Foreigner's "Hot Blooded" and John Waite's "Change." In her first film, Madonna shines
while performing "Gambler" and "Crazy for You." You'll go crazy for Vision Quest.    

888574489007    Accidental Tourist, The [Blu-ray]    "Where to find your favorite fast-food
hamburger in Paris? How many laundry-soap packets does a trip to Atlanta require? Ask
Macon Leary, whose guidebooks are revered by home-loving business travelers who
loathe being in transit. About matters of the heart, don't ask Macon. He doesn't have a
clue. At least, not yet. This funny, tender film of Anne Tyler's best seller reteams director
Lawrence Kasdan with his Body Heat stars William Hurt and Kathleen Turner as misfiring
Macon and wife Sarah, and showcases Geena Davis in her Best Supporting Actress
Academy Award®- winning* role of romantically inclined dog-trainer Muriel. Chosen as
the year's best movie by the New York Film Critics Circle and a nominee for three other
Oscars®, including Best Picture, The Accidental Tourist will leave you glowing."    William
Hurt; Kathleen Turner; Geena Davis; Amy Wright; David Ogden Stiers; Ed Begley; Jr.; Bill
Pullman; Robert Gorman; Bradley Mott

888574488512    Baby Doll     Times are tough for cotton miller Archie (Karl Malden), but at
least he has his child bride (Carroll Baker), who'll soon be his wife in title and truth. The
one-year agreement keeping them under the same roof - yet never in the same bed - is
about to end. But a game with a sly business rival (Eli Wallach) is about to begin. In Baby
Doll, as in A Streetcar Named Desire, director Elia Kazan and writer Tennessee Williams
broke new ground in depicting sexual situations - earning condemnation by the then-
powerful Legion of Decency. They earned laurels too: four Academy Award® nominations,
Golden Globe® Awards for Baker and Kazan, and a British Academy Award for Wallach.
Watch this funny, steamy classic that, as Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide proclaims, "still
sizzles."    Karl Malden; Carroll Baker; Eli Wallach

888574488536    Humoresque     "Glamorous socialite Helen Wright (Joan Crawford) takes
what she wants - clothes, alcohol, men - uses them up and tosses them aside. Then she
meets brilliant young violinist Paul Boray (John Garfield). But this is one toy she can't
break. Instead, her love for Paul brings Helen to the breaking point. In this acclaimed and
profound exploration of desire, Crawford makes Helen a rich, layered character torn
between selfless love and selfish impulses. Garfield matches her as the driven genius.



Humoresque's production values extend to the musical interludes, dubbed by Isaac Stern.
Garfield's dazzling technique is thanks to two real violinists hidden behind him - one to
do the fingering and one the bow work. Bravo!"    Joan Crawford; John Garfield; Oscar
Levant; J. Carrol Naish; Joan Chandler; Tom D'Andrea; Peggy Knudsen; Ruth Nelson; Craig
Stevens; Paul Cavanagh; Richard Gaines; John Abbott; Robert Blake; Tommy Cook; Don
McGuire; Fritz Leiber; Peg La Centra; Nestor Paiva

888574489182    Loved One, The [Blu-ray]    The funeral business gets a giant raspberry in
this wickedly wacky, resplendently ridiculous farce based on Evelyn Waugh's macabre
comic masterpiece and directed with inspired verve by Tony Richardson (Tom Jones). But
the American way of death isn't the film's only target: sex, greed, religion and mother
love are also in the crosshairs of its satirical shots. Robert Morse plays a bemused would-
be poet who gets entangled with an unctuous cemetery entrepreneur (Jonathan
Winters), a mom-obsessed mortician (Rod Steiger) and other bizarre characters played by
such adept farceurs as John Gielgud, Robert Morley, Tab Hunter, Milton Berle, James
Coburn and Liberace. If The Loved One doesn't make you laugh, call the undertaker!    

888574489328    Sweet Bird of Youth     Handsome Chance Wayne never found the
Hollywood stardom he craved, but he's always been a star with the ladies. Now, back in
his sleepy, sweaty Gulf Coast hometown, he's involved with two of them: a washed-up,
drug-and-vodka-addled movie queen and the girl he left behind...and in trouble. Paul
Newman, Best Actress Oscar® nominee Geraldine Page, Rip Torn and Madeleine
Sherwood re-create their stage roles, and Ed Begley gives an Oscar®-winning* portrayal as
the town's corrupt political boss in a bravura film version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway hit. Sex. Money. Hypocrisy. Financial and emotional blackmail. Familiar
elements of Williams' literary realm combine powerfully as Chance battles his private
demons in a desperate bid to redeem his wasted life and recapture his lost sweet bird of
youth.    Paul Newman; Geraldine Page; Shirley Knight; Ed Begley; Rip Torn; Mildred
Dunnock 

888574462185    The Wayans Bros: The Complete Second Season     The Wayans Bros.'
sophomore season sees Shawn (Shawn Wayans) laid off from his job and Pops (John
Witherspoon) setting him up with his own newsstand next to Pops' Diner in the lobby of
the Neidermeyer. While Shawn takes on his new career with maturity and determination,
a jealous Marlon struggles to make ends meet bussing tables at Pops' and working part-
time for Shawn. Sparks soon fly when the brothers meet Monique Lattimore (Paula Jai
Parker), a former "little rich girl" now recruited into the ranks of the working class. While
Marlon's lust for her goes unnoticed, Shawn and Monique begin a flirtatious and
antagonistic relationship. He thinks she's a snob, and she thinks he's beneath her, but
they can't stop thinking about each other. Keeping things secure in the Neidermeyer is
5I1II female security guard Lou Malino (Jill Tasker). Lou rules her domain with an iron fist
and a very sharp tongue...something Marlon soon learns in this 3-disc, 22-episode
collection.    Shawn Wayans; Marlon Wayans; John Witherspoon; Paula Jai Parker; Jill
Tasker

888574488574    Normal Life     Natural Born Killers meets True Romance in this sexy,
psychological thriller from acclaimed director John McNaughton. Chris Anderson (Luke
Perry) and his wife, Pam (Ashley Judd), live a fairly normal life, until Chris loses his job on
the police force and secretly turns to robbing banks to make his wife's dreams come true.
Upon discovering his secret, she joins his deadly crime wave, and together they terrorize
an unsuspecting suburban town.    Ashley Judd; Luke Perry

888574488598    Protocol    Will the corridors of power in our nation's capital ever be the
same? Not after Sunny Davis (Goldie Hawn) arrives. The ditzy D.C. cocktail waitress goes
from serving drinks to serving her country after saving an Arabian dignitary from an
assassination attempt. What Sunny thinks, she says. And what she says and does is hugely
funny, thanks to work by writer Buck Henry (The Graduate), director Herbert Ross (The



Goodbye Girl) and Academy Award® winner* Hawn, charmingly back in her country's
service after cheery stints in Private Benjamin and Swing Shift and putting her politics
where her heart is - as well as her Protocol.    Goldie Hawn; Chris Sarandon; Richard
Romanus; Cliff De Young; Kenneth Mars; Kenneth McMillan; Andre Gregory; James Staley;
Ed Begley; Jr.; Keith Szarabajka

888574488604    Seven Days in May [Blu-ray]    "It happens with startling swiftness and
violence. An armed cadre seizes state control. Fortunately, a coup d'état can't happen
here. Or can it? A classic of suspense directed by John Frankenheimer (The Manchurian
Candidate, Ronin) and written for the screen by Rod Serling (The Twilight Zone), Seven
Days in May tautly explores that possibility. At odds are a popular general and Joint Chiefs
of Staff Chairman (Burt Lancaster) and an unpopular president (Fredric March) with a
pacifist agenda. At stake is the survival of the Republic. A vigilant colonel (Kirk Douglas)
uncovers the scheme. But are the seven fateful days ahead enough time to derail a
takeover? The clock is ticking."    Burt Lancaster; Kirk Douglas; Fredric March; Ava Gardner;
Edmond O'Brien; Martin Balsam; George Macready; Whit Bissell; Hugh Marlowe

888574488611    State and Main     When a big-budget film crew takes over a small town,
they shoot first... and ask questions later. Director Walt Price (William H. Macy) has his
work cut out for him with a girl-crazy leading man (Alec Baldwin), a camera-shy leading
lady (Sarah Jessica Parker), an idealistic writer (Phillip Seymour Hoffman) and a high-
strung producer (David Paymer). When the townsfolk eagerly get in on the act, get ready
for scandal, greed and romance... Take one!    Alec Baldwin; Charles Durning; Clark Gregg;
Philip Seymour Hoffman; Patti LuPone; William H. Macy; Sarah Jessica Parker; David
Paymer; Rebecca Pidgeon; Julia Stiles

888574488628    Three of Hearts     "William Baldwin (Sliver, Backdraft) is a street-smart
male escort caught between Kelly Lynch (Charlie's Angels, Drugstore Cowboy) and
Sherilyn Fenn (TV's Twin Peaks and Dawson's Creek) in enchantingly offbeat look at love
in the '90s. Costarring Joe Pantoliano (The Matrix and TV's The Sopranos), it's a critically
applauded romantic comedy hit. When her lover Ellen (Fenn) announces she's leaving,
Connie (Lynch) goes into an emotional tailspin. Desperate to win Ellen back, she hires a
suave professional gigolo named Joe (Baldwin) to woo Ellen, break her heart, and , if all
goes according to plan, send her running back to Connie's sympathetic arms. But when
Joe's false affection for Ellen begins to look like the real thing, Connie's carefully arranged
romantic triangle comes apart at the seams! Sparkling with brilliant performances from its
trio of stars, Three of Hearts is an outrageously sexy and charming romantic comedy."  
 William Baldwin; Kelly Lynch; Sherilyn Fenn; Joe Pantoliano; Gail Strickland; Cec Verrell;
Claire Malis; Marek Johnson; Monique Mannen; Tony Amendola

888574488635    We Don't Live Here Anymore    "Jack and Terry. Hank and Edith. They're
married couples and best friends with much in common. Jack and Hank are professors at
Cedar County College. Terry and Edith are stay-at-home moms. And Jack and Edith are
secret lovers. Based on stories by Andre Dubus (In the Bedroom was also from one of his
stories), this fearless exploration of marriages on the edge won the Sundance Film
Festival's top screenwriting award for Larry Gross. Mark Ruffalo, Laura Dern, Peter Krause
and Naomi Watts play the interlocked foursome. Pushing their characters into uncharted
realms of anger, confrontation, and lust - and making decisions that may or may not let
love slip away."    Mark Ruffalo; Laura Dern; Peter Krause; Naomi Watts; Sam Charles; Haili
Page; Jennifer Bishop

National Geographic New Docs on DVD



  
024543389798    The Adventures of Dr. Buckeye Bottoms    2017    Home to extraordinary
wildlife, the Hawaiin islands are also home to extraordinar people, like the veterinarian
as unique as his name - Buckeye Bottoms - the official go-to guy in the Aloha State for all
animals that grace the islands. Whether it's a Hawaiian green sea turtle, a feral mule, or a
domestic dog, there is nothing Buckeye won't do to keep each animal on the island happy
and healthy.

024543337249    Animal Fight Night S4    2017    Animal Fight Night features same-species
battles between some of the biggest and baddest fighters of the animal kingdom, and
some of the most surprising, revealing the extraordinary motivations and strategies that
fuel each incredible brawl.

024543352730    National Geographic: Into The Cosmos Collection    2017    National
Geographic journeys to the depths of outer space to reveal stunning, up-close images of
our mysterious solar system. This 3-disc set features Inside The Milky Way, Most Powerful
Stars, Stellar Storms, Hubble's Amazing Universe, Comets, and Cosmic Fury.

024543352693    National Geographic: The Great White Odyssey    2017    The great white
shark: an animal of myths and legend. All the Earth's oceans are home to these fearsome
predators, yet the movements of these intriguing beasts have remained largely an
enigma... until now. Now, National Geographic journeys on a deep-sea expedition with
world-renowned shark experts Michael Scholl and Ramon Bonfil as they tag a 12-foot
great white they call Nicole- named for shark-lover and actress Nicole Kidman. Nicole is a
lone female who takes them on an epic journey across an ocean seething with threats to
her survival. Driven by overpowering natural instincts, Nicole navigates icy cold waters,
dives to unfathomable depths, battles hunger and fatigue, outsmarts some of the ocean's
most lethal inhabitants and ultimately travels 6,000 nautical miles in 99 days, the fastest
transoceanic migration recorded for any fish. Experience her world up close through her
eyes and senses- a world full of wonder, mystery and danger.

024543352587    National Geographic: Kingdom Of The Apes    2016    Deep in Tanzania's
Gombe Stream National Park, where Jane Goodall began her pioneering work, epic and
startling dramas worthy of Shakespeare are lived out by chimpanzees and gorillas. In a
kingdom where "royal" families rule with tolerance and battle fiercely, seethe with
resentment and love tenderly, power players endlessly jockey for position in the quest



for the throne. National Geographic follows the story of their ruling dynasties and reveals
the triumphs and tragedies in their wildly entertaining lives. Programs include Brother vs.
Brother and Clash of the Kings.

024543352648    National Geographic: Africa's Lost Eden     2016    It was once known as "the
place where Noah left his Ark": 1,500 square miles of lush floodplains in central
Mozambique, packed with wild animals. But 15 years of civil war has taken a heavy toll-
and many species have been almost completely wiped out. Journey with National
Geographic to Mozambique's Gorongosa National Park and discover what is being done to
bring this African oasis back to its former glory- including perhaps the most ambitious
restoration effort ever attempted, with elephants, hippos and scores of zebra,
wildebeest, impala and buffalo being relocated into the park

024543352709    National Geographic: How to Survive The End of The World    2016    How
To Survive The End Of The World examines terrifying and scientifically plausible
doomsday scenarios by exploring distinct, world-threatening events and the methods by
which humanity would fight to survive against grim odds. Episodes include Zombie Earth,
Hell On Earth, Frozen Earth, Monster Storm, Micro Monsters and Flooded Earth.

024543388432    Expedition Mars    2017    Expedition Mars brings to life one of the greatest
sagas of the space age - the epic adventures of Spirit and Opportunity - the rovers that
reinvigorated NASA's Mars program after a string of disappointments in the 1990s, and
opened the Martian frontier with the first overland expeditions on another planet.

024543352815    National Geographic Ultimate Predators    2017    It can happen in a flash.
An ambush you never see coming. Hikers are easy prey for hungry mountain lions. A
chimp cuts loose on an unsuspecting woman. Buffalo snap an impale pursuing hunters.
National Geographic explores what defines the stealthy, fierce, ultimate predators and
reveals an up-close look at their arsenal of deadly weapons. Programs include Death by
Dragon, Chimp Attack, and Animal Assasins.

024543352631    National Geographic: Top Secret - Plant 42     2017    If you haven't heard of
Plant 42, you are not alone. Go inside America's "black world" of off-the-record projects
developed in secret. Host Jake Ward, editor of Popular Science, explores the little-known
projects still being built in America that are so confidential, some are said not to exist. His
mission: to shine a light on the covert technology hidden all around us.

024543352549    National Geographic: Emperors Of The Ice    2017    From futuristic aircraft
flying faster than the speed of sound, to stealth weapons and propulsion systems, Ward
explores as deep inside each secret site as possible.

024543352457    National Geographic: Ambassador - Inside the Embassy    2017    Travel-
with unprecedented access- to American embassies around the world in this fascinating
behind-the-scenes glimpse into the intriguing, glamorous, sometimes dangerous lives of
U.S. diplomats. Confront the aftermath of 9/11 with America's newly appointed
ambassador to Pakistan. Join Howard Baker as he takes charge of the U.S. Embassy in
Japan during a potential diplomatic crisis. Witness American efforts to preserve war-torn
Guatemala's fragile grip on democracy and peace. From Revolutionary War diplomacy to
our current response to global terrorism, it's a revealing look at the human face of
American diplomacy in National Geographic's "Ambassador: Inside The Embassy."

024543352778    National Geographic Classics: Secret Access     2017    With unprecedented
acess, National Geographic explores the inner workings of government and power, and
goes inside some of the world's most restricted and top secret places. Features six classic
programs: Inside Guantanamo, Top Secret: Plant 42, Inside The US Secret Service, Inside
The DEA, and Inside North Korea



024543315278    Dr. K's Exotic Animal ER Season 3    2017    Dr. Susan Kelleher owns and
operates one of the busiest exotic animal care practices located in South Florida, Broward
Avian and Exotics Animal Hospital. "Everything but dogs and cats. If it will fit through the
door, I'll treat it!" is Dr. K's motto. And through the door they come. Rabbits, reptiles and
birds of all shapes and sizes, foxes, ferrets, fish, marsupials, and even primates.

024543412199    Live Free Or Die S3    2017    Live Free or Die explores one of America's
most remote subcultures, following six people who have chosen to walk away from our
modern society and 'rewild,' living in backwoods and swamps where they hunt their own
food, build their own shelters, and survive only on what they can produce with their own
two hands and sharp intuition.

024543315292    Barkfest Season 2    2017    From a dancing pup to a yoga-loving pooch that
does more than just downward dog, this one-hour special features some of the funniest
canine videos to craze the Internet.  We also meet the owners and dogs to see if these
talented "troublemakers" are still up to their old tricks, or if they've reformed their ways.

024543376019    Atlantis Rising    2017    Executive Produced by James Cameron, Atlantis
Discovered investigates and explores intriguing artifacts like archaeological finds,
satellite photographs, manuscripts, underwater explorations, and more. While decoding
the artifacts, the show delves into the tales surrounding them, seeking the truth behind
each piece to reveal the stories within.

  
 

FOX Cinema Remastered Classics
   

024543315698  Convict Stage  1965     When outlaws savagely murder his sister, a cowboy
swears vengeance. However, before he can take the law into his own hands, an old
lawman corrals the gang himself and brings the outlaws to justice properly.        Harry
Lauter; Don 'Red' Barry; Jodi Mitchell



 
024543315681  Back Door To Hell       1964     Director Monty Hellman's tense war drama will
grip you from beginning to end. Days before a planned U.S. attack on the Philippines,
three American soldiers - Craig (Jimmie Rodgers), an officer with conflicted feelings
about war, Burnett (Jack Nicholson), the radio operator, and Jersey (John Hackett), the
capable fellow-in-arms, go ashore to do reconnaissance on the Japanese forces. But not
only does the enemy learn of their presence, their radio is also destroyed, putting all U.S.
troops gathered in the Philippines in danger. Depending on each other as well as a group
of Filipino resistance fighters, the three struggle against formidable odds to complete
their mission.       Jimmie Rodgers; Jack Nicholson; John Hackett; Annabelle Huggins
 
024543315674  Move Over, Darling     1963     Doris Day, James Garner and Polly Bergen star
in this madcap romantic comedy about one groom, two wives, and one crazy, mixed-up
honeymoon! Five years after his wife Ellen (Day) is lost at sea and presumed dead, Nick
(Garner) is finally ready to get remarried. But he's headed for anything but wedded bliss
when Ellen turns up alive - and ready to give first love a second chance - with Nick!           
Doris Day; James Garner; Polly Bergen; Thelma Ritter; Fred Clark; Don Knotts; Elliott Reid

Frolic Pictures delivers on Horror classic catalog
 

818522017358    Ballet of Blood    2015    A ballet school is unnerved when its prima
ballerina is shot by another student. While the assailant is still at large, another student
writes a tell-all novel that strangely alters the events.    Mindy Robinson, Sydney Ray,
Jessica Knopf, Julia Faye West

818522017365    Big Hair, Long Lashes    2017    The true story of seven 1960's call girls, taken
straight from the accounts of a practicing Hollywood sex therapist.    Lauren Taler, Danika
Galindo

818522017372    Amethyst    2016    The true story of a girl who tragically consumes a full
vial of LSD and quickly succumbs to a bizarre fantasy world, with strange beings and a
magical obelisk that might be her portal home.     Grace Klich, Valerie Miller



818522017389    White Slaves of K-Town    2017    A diabolical woman runs a seedy brothel
for missing girls.    Andy Dick, Diana Prince, Dawna Lee Heising, Art Roberts

818522017341    Bad Girls Go To Hell    1965    After getting raped by a janitor, a woman
flees to New York, where she is used and abused.    Gigi Darlene, Sam Stewart

818522017334    Black Cobra Woman    1976    A sinister turn of events happen to a wealthy
playboy after falling for a beautiful Asian woman who dances nude while holding a
snake.    Jack Palance, Laura Gemser

818522017327    Calamity of Snakes    1982    After a business man kills thousands of snakes
where they are building a new apartment building, the people who move in get attacked
by thousands of snakes, seeking revenge.    Yun-Peng Hsiang, Yuen Kao

818522017310    Centipede Horror    1982    A crazed evil wizard uses his powers to take
revenge on beautiful women by making them vomit up live centipedes.    Tien-Lang Li, Kiu
Wai Miu

818522017259    Fighting Life    1981    Two crippled Kung-Fu masters who move to a city,
and have to fight off local gangsters, struggling to make rent.    Sam Chung-Chuen, Thomas
Hong Chiu-Ming

818522017303    Last Stop on 13th Street    1978    A man is dropped off on the wrong street
when going back to his hotel. He takes refuge from the rain when an old man invites him
in. He turns out to be a mortician, who tells him the horror stories of the people who
wound up in his estabmishment.    John Ericson, Ivor Francis

818522017297    Magdalena    1974    At a girls boarding school, a beautiful blonde orphan is
possessed by an evil demon.    Dagmar Hedrich, Werner Bruhns

818522017280    Night of Bloody Horror    1969    Wesley goes out on a killing spree while
experiencing the nightmares of his brother, who was murdered 13 years ago.    Gerald
McRaney, Gaye Yellen

818522017273    RatMan    1988    On a mysterious island, a rat like man terrorizes beautiful
young women.    David Warbeck, Janet Agren

818522017242    Two Crippled Heroes    1980    Two crippled Kung-Fu masters get into sticky
situations and have to fight off various criminals.    Chao-Ming Kang, Sung-Chuan Shen

The Film Detective Tough Guys Collection on
DVD

  
From a beautiful 35mm restoration comes this special classic collection from The Film
Detective- Beat the Devil, Patterns and Suddenly- all top collectables, together in one 3
Disc Set!



 
 
818522017624  The Film Detective's Hollywood's Tough Guys Collection  2017      The
"tough guy" collection features three dramatic interpretations of post-War American
manliness. Beat The Devil is a showcase for one of Hollywood's ultimate tough guys,
Humphrey Bogart, as the leader of a band of criminals embarking on an African adventure.
In Patterns, a group of career-driven males fight it out in the corporate boardroom.
Suddenly stars Frank Sinatra as a presidential assassin who tangles with a hard-nosed
local sheriff played by Sterling Hayden. All are restored from 35mm archival film
elements and released in their original theatrical aspect ratios.
 
 818522017631  The Film Detective's Hollywood's Tough Guys Collection (BD)  
 

HBO Documentaries Now on DVD



 

888574509439  Class Divide (MOD)     2016     Acclaimed filmmaker Marc Levin explores the
effects of hyper-gentrification and rising economic disparity in the neighborhood of West
Chelsea, NYC as a microcosm of income inequality nationally, in the final film of his
documentary trilogy with producing partner Daphne Pinkerson about economic forces
affecting ordinary people (HBO's Schmatta: Rags to Riches to Rags and Hard Times: Lost on
Long Island).
 
888574508449  Marathon: The Patriots Day Bombing (MOD)    2016     Directed by the
Emmy®-nominated team of Ricki Stern and Annie Sundberg, and produced in association
with The Boston Globe, this feature documentary revisits the April 15, 2013 bombings at
the Boston Marathon through the prism of individuals whose lives were forever changed
by the attacks. The film covers the events of Marathon Day 2013, through the sentencing
of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev two years later and concludes on Marathon Day 2016.
  

 Coming Attractions Available For PreOrder
Now!

Look what's available now for pre-orders from Allied Vaughn!    
  
 



   

FROM LEVEL 33
05/23/17      818522017099  KILO TWO BRAVO      2017   
  KILO TWO BRAVO is the riveting true story of a platoon of British paratroopers on a
mission to neutralize a Taliban roadblock in the Kajaki region of Afghanistan. In closing in
on the insurgents, the unit find themselves marooned in the middle of a mindfield,
setting in motion a desperate rescue mission. Featuring a stellar ensemble of actors
including Mark Stanley ("Game of Thrones"), this excruciatingly tense thriller depicts true
heroism, courage, survival and one of the most valiant efforts of modern warfare.David
Elliot (Mark Wright); Mark Stanley (Tug Hartley); Scott Kyle (Stu Pearson); Benjamin
O'Mahony (Stu Hale); Bryan Parry (Jonesy); Liam Ainsworth (Andy Barlow); Ali Cook (Spud
McMellon); Andy Gibbins (Smudge); Grant Kilburn (Alex Craig); John Doughty (Dave
Prosser); Jon-Paul Bell (Luke Mauro); Malachi Kirby (Snoop); Paul Luebke (Jay Davis);
Robert Mitchell (Faz Farrell); Thomas Davison (Jarhead)

05/16/17           818522016665  1 NIGHT           2017     Thirty-something Elizabeth (Anna Camp)
must decide whether to salvage her relationship with Drew (Justin Chatwin) after much
personal disappointment. Meanwhile, Bea (Isabelle Fuhrman), a worrisome teenager,
reconnects with her introverted childhood friend, Andy (Kyle Allen) to overcome their
differences in high school social status following their prom. Past and present collide as
two couples explore love over the course of one night at a hotel. Anna Camp (Elizabeth);
Justin Chatwin (Drew); Isabelle Fuhrman (Bea); Kyle Allen (Andy); Kelli Berglund (Rachel);
Roshon Fegan (Henry); Evan Hofer (Dave); Alexander Roberts (Waiter)
  

05/23/2017    888574489106    Film Noir Classic Collection: Volume Five    Warner    
05/23/2017    888574488178    Static Shock: The Complete Second Season    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489113    Forced Vengeance    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489137    He Knows You're Alone    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489304    A Stranger is Watching    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574499570    Vision Quest [Blu-ray]    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489090    Deep Cover    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489335    Thunderbolt    Warner    
05/16/2017    888574489298    St. Ives    Warner    



05/09/2017    888574488512    Baby Doll    Warner    
05/09/2017    888574488536    Humoresque    Warner    
05/09/2017    888574489328    Sweet Bird of Youth    Warner    
05/09/2017    888574489182    Loved One, The [Blu-ray]    Warner    
05/09/2017    888574489007    Accidental Tourist, The [Blu-ray]    Warner    
05/09/2017    888574462185    The Wayans Bros: The Complete Second Season    Warner    
05/02/2017    818522016702    CURSE OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTY    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016719    CURSE OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTY  [Blu-ray]    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016726    CAMINO    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016733    CAMINO  [Blu-ray]    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016740    PANDEMIC    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016757    PANDEMIC  [Blu-ray]    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016764    THE LAST HEIST    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016771    THE LAST HEIST  [Blu-ray]    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016788    THE WINDMILL    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    818522016795    THE WINDMILL  [Blu-ray]    Xlrator Media    
05/02/2017    888574488598    Protocol    Warner    
05/02/2017    888574488574    Normal Life    Warner    
05/02/2017    888574488611    State and Main    Warner    
05/02/2017    888574488628    Three of Hearts    Warner    
05/02/2017    888574488635    We Don't Live Here Anymore    Warner    
05/02/2017    888574488604    Seven Days in May [Blu-ray]    Warner    
04/25/2017    024543352693    National Geographic: The Great White Odyssey    National
Geographic    
04/25/2017    024543389798    The Adventures of Dr. Buckeye Bottoms    National
Geographic    
04/25/2017    024543337249    Animal Fight Night S4    National Geographic    
04/25/2017    024543352730    National Geographic: Into The Cosmos Collection    National
Geographic    

 Access all Allied Vaughn's MOD Collection here!
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